SIRENS AND BIRDS WILL NOT BE OUR EPITAPH. SOLIDARITY CANNOT BE QUARANTINED. IT IS INFECTIOUS. A WARNING TO THE WISE: LOOK OUT! WE ARE ON THE RISE. DON’T TRY TO STOP US.
I can’t breathe.”

New Yorkers heard those anguished words before, from Eric Garner. When they heard them from George Floyd, they sprang into action by the tens of thousands — marching, chanting, singing, kneeling, defying curfew, battling the police and setting their cop cars on fire.

The protesters come from all races and walks of life. Their demands are 400 years in the making — value black life equally. End police violence. End systemic racism. Lift the knee that crushes the hopes and dreams of the majority of people in this winner-take-all capitalist system.

As The Indy goes to press in early June, similar protests are taking place in cities and towns in all 50 states and around the world. With their spectacular, unrelenting displays of brutality, the cops have done more in a short time to advance the cause of ending policing as we know it than activists have in the past decade.

It’s impossible to say what direction this rebellion will take. But one thing is clear — we are living in extraordinary times and our assumptions about how far and how fast we can transform the institution of policing will continue to change.
WHY WE EXPLODE

BY NICHOLAS POWERS

I refused to see him die, I did not look at the newspapers in bodegas or on Facebook, or texts from friends. At a restaurant, a TV showed a white cop kneeling on a Black man’s neck, and I left before eating.

The video of Officer Derek Chauvin killing George Floyd ripped the scab off our Blackness. Inside, where Color connects us, pain throbbed. We just buried our grandparents and friends who died from COVID-19. We just lost our jobs. Floyd ripped the scab off our Blackness. Inside, where Color focused on police brutality. But it was larger than Floyd’s murder. The white who killed him was a symbol of racism. In this case, police brutality. In other cases, the violence is muted.

Our bodies carry the hurt that sloshes inside like a sea of gasoline and it, not space and time. And Floyd’s face touched its surface and And Floyd’s face fell like a shooting star, down, down into that place where the night in jail was buried. Splash. In the next moment, the ancestors’ one demand was for showing the way. In that brief moment, the ancestors’ one demand was for showing the way.

In their long New York lives, they’ve heard too many gunshots and seen too many dead. They watched mayors make promises that never came true or protests that shook the city but left no lasting change. To protect ourselves from the vulnerability of hope, they developed a Stoic fatalism. Nothing gets better. Just do your hustle, man.

“I gotta go. Things to do,” T. said, and we bumped elbows. What hope he had left was stuffed into a zip lock bag and thrown into the cavern we carry. Splash. He had been arrested once. When he got out, we cheered.

“Man,” T. said, “I keep tracking these cops, I’ll sprain my neck.”

We laughed. I asked him if he was protesting. He said “naw.” He avoided my eyes. And fidgeted with his COVID-19 mask. We had had this talk before. When Sean Bell was killed by the NYPD, I went to the funeral and joined the protests. He did not. When Eric Garner was killed, the same. Most of my neighbors do not march.

In their long New York lives, they’ve heard too many gunshots and seen too many dead. They watched mayors make promises that never came true or protests that shook the city but left no lasting change. To protect ourselves from the vulnerability of hope, they developed a Stoic fatalism. Nothing gets better. Just do your hustle, man.

“I gotta go. Things to do,” T. said, and we bumped elbows. What hope he had left was stuffed into a zip lock bag and thrown into the cavern we carry. Splash.

In a way, he was my son. He was my father too. And brother. He was my uncle and grandfather. He was my aunt, sister and mother. He was every one of us, because all of us can see ourselves or someone we love in him. When he died, a piece off and stand him up, wrap my arms around Floyd as if he were my son and tell him he’s safe.

“Mama,” T. said, “I keep tracking these cops, I’ll sprain my neck.”

We laughed. I asked him if he was protesting. He said “naw.” He avoided my eyes. And fidgeted with his COVID-19 mask. We had had this talk before. When Sean Bell was killed by the NYPD, I went to the funeral and joined the protests. He did not. When Eric Garner was killed, the same. Most of my neighbors do not march.

In their long New York lives, they’ve heard too many gunshots and seen too many dead. They watched mayors make promises that never came true or protests that shook the city but left no lasting change. To protect ourselves from the vulnerability of hope, they developed a Stoic fatalism. Nothing gets better. Just do your hustle, man.

“I gotta go. Things to do,” T. said, and we bumped elbows. What hope he had left was stuffed into a zip lock bag and thrown into the cavern we carry. Splash.

In a way, he was my son. He was my father too. And brother. He was my uncle and grandfather. He was my aunt, sister and mother. He was every one of us, because all of us can see ourselves or someone we love in him. When he died, a piece off and stand him up, wrap my arms around Floyd as if he were my son and tell him he’s safe.


TO SERVE & PROTECT

A police SUV whooshed by us. We swiveled our heads to follow it. Another police SUV sped by so fast it spun the sidewalk trash into mini-tornados. One. Two. Three more. Loud alarms echoed down the street.

Our bodies carry the hurt that sloshes inside like a sea of gasoline and it, not the latest headline, is what sets the world ablaze.

Our bodies carry the hurt that sloshes inside like a sea of gasoline and it, not the latest headline, is what sets the world ablaze.

Breath Work

Helicopters circled the city, needling the protests below with thin spotlights. I stood on the roof under a purple New York night, scrolling through my Facebook feed and seeing friends’ protest photos. A beautiful glow shined on them. The truth that guided them was so sacred and so strong. They marched fearlessly into rows of police armored in riot gear.

Text after text came.

“Are you coming?” “We’ll be at this rally. Join!” “We’re bringing this system DOWN.”

Maybe,” I texted back. I knew I was going. But the video had to be seen first. Googling up George Floyd, I saw his face on screen, lifted it to sky where he looked like a patron saint, a big handsome man that could blow the helicopters away.

The link to his recorded murder was there and I pressed it. A wobbly camera showed three cops crushing him with their knees. “I can’t breathe man. Please.” Chauvin grinds his knee into Floyd’s neck. “I can’t move.” He gasps. “Mama.” Eyes shut. No breathing. I stopped the video.

His last words echoed in the night. Helpless and scared, he called for his mother. The father in me wanted to push the cops off and stand him up, wrap my arms around Floyd as if he were my son and tell him he’s safe.

In a way, he was my son. He was my father too. And brother. He was my uncle and grandfather. He was my aunt, sister and mother. He was every one of us, because all of us can see ourselves or someone we love in him. When he died, a piece of us died.

I closed my eyes and Floyd’s face fell like a shooting star, down, down into that place where the night in jail was buried in my body. The deeper it went, the more it illuminated. I saw again, Sean Bell in the casket, and remembered how young he looked, and I heard again T. saying how he missed his kid while locked up, and, further in, I saw again Eric Garner, Sandra Bland, Tamir Rice, even deeper, Emmett Till and the Scottsboro Boys, and the nameless burnt bodies of Black people lynched as white crowds cheered, and, deeper yet, was the memory of white boys in a car, shouting slurs at me and speeding off as I threw a rock, or hearing that my best friend’s dad had called me a “trigger finger.

The obscene light of Floyd’s death illuminated not my pain but the pain others shared with me, like the night a Black poet told me her sister, a sex worker who sold herself to mostly white men, died of a drug overdose, or a Black man I met walking home at night lifted his shirt to show me knife scars. Or a close friend, embarrassed at wearing wigs after years of straightening cream had burned her scalp.

Voices poured into the basin of the soul to form a sea larger than space and time. And Floyd’s face touched its surface and it ignited. In that brief moment, the ancestors’ one demand was clear. Take responsibility for that pain and remake this world into one where everyone we love can breathe.

“Thank you, Floyd,” I said to the sky, “Thank you, brother, for showing the way.”

Our bodies carry the hurt that sloshes inside like a sea of gasoline.
BYE-BYE: A toppled Christopher Columbus statue outside the Minnesota State Capitol is loaded onto a flatbed truck after Native American activists tore it down on June 10.

MINNEAPOLIS CITY COUNCIL VOWS TO DISBAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

The Minneapolis police killing of George Floyd has sparked a national reckoning. In an unprecedented move, the Minneapolis City Council announced its intention on June 7 to dismantle the city’s police department and “end policing as we know it.”

“Our efforts at incremental reform have failed. Period,” said the city council’s president, Lisa Bender. Nine council members, a veto-proof majority, said at a rally that they were committed to replacing the police department with a community-based public safety system. The day before, Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey said he was opposed to disbasing the police and was subsequently booed by a crowd of demonstrators. If Minneapolis follows through with its promise to dismantle its law enforcement, the move would be historic and could serve as a blueprint for police abolition nationally.

STATUES OF FAMOUS RACISTS TARGETED

Across the country, demonstrators are toppling and defacing statues of famous racists. In Richmond, Virginia, protesters dragged a statue of Christopher Columbus into a lake. In Boston, demonstrators heheaded Columbus statue. At Texas A&M University, a statue of Lawrence Sullivan Ross, a Confederate general, was spray painted with the words “racist” and “ACAB,” all cops are bastards. Activists have struggled to rid cities of statues of Confederates, colonialists and slaveowners for years. These statues continue to be targets in protests against racism. As a result, cities are rethinking them entirely. After protesters in Philadelphia targeted a statue of Frank Rizzo, the city’s former mayor who left a legacy of brutal police violence, current mayor Jim Kenney announced it would be taken down.

“The statue represented bigotry, hatred and oppression for too many people,” he tweeted.

ACTIVISTS DEMAND ANSWERS & JUSTICE FOR BREONNA TAYLOR

On March 13, Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old emergency medical technician, was shot eight times by police who forcibly entered her home in Louisville, Kentucky. Months later, with no arrests made in the case, protesters are still calling for justice and there have been some signs of progress. The three officers present at the shooting remain on administrative leave. On May 21, the Louisville FBI said they were opening an investigation into Taylor’s death. And on June 3, Louisville announced it was commissioning an independent review of its police department.

Calls for justice for Taylor have spread from Louisville around the country and continue to echo through the streets. For her family and friends, this gives some solace. “They really supporting you now,” a friend of Taylor’s told NPR, addressing the departed nurse. “Everybody knows your story. You’re going to be heard finally.”

NY LEGE LIFTS BLUE CURTAIN ON POLICE DISCIPLINARY RECORDS

New York lawmakers voted on June 9 to repeal statute 50-a, a law that has kept police disciplinary records secret for decades and has long been a major obstacle for police accountability in the state. For years, activists have pushed for the repeal, only to see legislative efforts stall. But nationwide protests against police brutality have breathed new life into the fight. Another bill that mandates body cameras for officers has also resurfaced in recent days and is expected to pass.

“The silver lining on this incredibly dark cloud is that the sun is finally starting to shine on injustice,” said state Sen. Jamaal Bailey (D-Bronx/Westchester), who sponsored the bill. “Maybe it’s the unmistakable video evidence that we saw a live murder on TV, but it’s done something to the consciousness of America.”
POLICE DEFUNDING BATTLE HEATS UP AT CITY COUNCIL

By Pat Rough

Budget season is underway at City Hall and a bloody sea-son of discontent rages in the streets.

Months under coronavirus shutdown have drained New York’s coffers and the city faces its worst budget shortfall since President Ford told it to go to hell.

With a $9 billion deficit on their hands, lawmakers are facing grievous decisions over what is and what isn’t worth saving. The task is not one of simple arithmetic, but strikes at the heart of what we value as a city and who we are, what is worth preserving and what is worth abandoning.

As it stands now, under Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plan, the Police Department will receive the most minor of abrasions, while the areas of education, health and human services, sanitation and parks, are set to be lacerated.

But if the NYPD is making a case for why its $6 billion annual budget deserves to be spared as the rest of the city government is targeted by the NYPD without probable cause.

The violence has underscored the failure of years of “community policing” initiatives intended to “restore trust” between city residents and law enforcement. These initiatives were launched by the de Blasio administration in the wake of the stop-and-frisk era, when hundreds of thousands of young blacks and Latinos per year were targeted by the NYPD without probable cause.

“We’ve been told for five years, ‘Don’t worry. We’re gonna fix policing,’” Alex Vitale, author of The In- dependent, March 2020.

“We’re gonna give them some implicit bias training. We’re gonna give them some police-community encounter sessions. We’re gonna get them to wear body cameras. We’re gonna create a civilian review board.’ And this made absolutely no difference. The problem remains because the problem can’t be fixed through those kinds of superficial, procedural reforms. The problem is a massive problem of over-policing.”

This NYPD’s violent assaults on peaceful protesters, circulated widely on social media, has long-time criminal justice reformers arguing that it’s the cops for once who should face austerity, so that New Yorkers hit with illness, job loss, months of isolation, fear and privation, might not see the basic services they rely on vanquished.

City Comptroller Scott Stringer and Council Speaker Cory John-son, both of whom will be running to replace de Blasio in 2021, have taken up the call to defund the Police Department.

As The Indy goes to press, the mayor has begun to hedge, saying he supported cuts to the police budget but refused to put a number on the amount. He has previously sought a $640 million reduction to the Educ-ation Department’s budget and $23.8 million from the NYPD.

“For folks who say ‘defund the police,’ I would say that is not the way forward,” de Blasio said during an early June press briefing.

During de Blasio’s six years in office, the NYPD’s budget has ballooned by $1.1 billion. In 2015, the council approved the hiring of an additional 1,297 officers with the expectation that the new hires would reduce overtime costs and help implement the may- or’s new community policing initiatives. As a trade-off, additional spending was allotted to the city’s Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP), which serves 75,000 young New Yorkers.

Since then, NYPD overtime spending has risen by $150 million over 2014 levels to nearly three quarters of a billion dollars, while the $124-million youth jobs program is now on the chopping block.

“You’re saying we can’t hire no teachers, no counselors. The only thing, however, that we can add more to is hiring a class of police,” Public Advocate Jumaane Williams told NY1 this month, addressing the mayor.

As a councilmember, Williams voted in favor of the additional officers on the condition of more funding for SYEP.

The problem, according to Vitale and others, is the presence of police in numerous areas of social life where they do not belong. They’re in schools, enforcing subway-fare collection, they’re pound-ing on the doors of the mentally ill and clearing homeless encamp-ments.

The Policing & Social Justice Project, which Vitale heads, wants to see $1 billion in cuts for the NYPD over the next four years. Such a funding reduction would bring the force’s spending levels down to those of 2014.

In a June 4 letter to the mayor, Comptroller Stringer called for cutting the NYPD’s budget even further, by $1.1 billion over the same time period, and redirecting the funds to social service agen-cies better suited to the tasks the NYPD has been assigned.

Robert Gangi with the Police Reform Organizing Project expressed support for the proposal, urging the removal of the NYPD’s 5,000-plus safety officers from public schools, the disbanding of vice and peddler squads and dispatching social workers and mental health professionals rather than police to respond to persons in psy-chological crisis. He notes that while the police force is considered “sacrosanct” by de Blasio, during the fiscal crisis of the 1970s and under Mayor Michael Bloomberg after 9/11, the NYPD’s budget was also reduced.

“That’s what should happen today in the interest of justice, in the interest of fiscal responsibility, ” Gangi said.

“We need to reduce the burden of policing instead of imagining that we can make them friendlier and nicer,” adds Vitale.

Such a reform would also reduce the likelihood of encounters between law enforcement and communities of color that can prove deadly at the drop of a hat.

For more on the campaign to defund the NYPD, see policingandjus-tice.squarespace.com and changethenypd.org.
every year for the rest of their lives. The pension formula is based in part on average pay during the final three or five years on the force when an officer will try to rack up as much overtime as they can get.

Mass protest movements like Occupy and Black Lives Matter annoy the fuck out of cops — the long hours, the disrespect from many demonstrators, their refusal to follow orders or be in awe of authority. But truth be told, mass protest movements are also a windfall for police officers in the final stages of their careers. As Joe Biden would say, here’s the deal. Most NYPD officers retire in their mid-40s. If they live to be 80, they will collect close to $2 million in pension payments on top of the roughly $2 million they earn during their active-duty years. That’s $3.5 to $4 million in lifetime earnings, plus all the non-cash benefits for 22 years of work. For the white-shirted commanders who love to throw protesters around like rag dolls, it’s far more.

Would you make the trade-off? Twenty-two of the best years of your life spent as a cop in return for a lifetime of economic security? For many, the terms are irresistible. In 2019, the NYPD had 36,038 active officers on payroll plus an other 53,441 retirees and beneficiaries. Think of it as affirmative action for bullies; a Scandinavian-style welfare state for a warrior caste deeply committed to its mission — suppressing the lower classes to keep the city safe and profitable for market-rate real estate and its occupants. When we defund the NYPD’s bloated budget, we are able to invest more resources in our communities while making life safer for those who don’t want to die while living black.

POLICE UNION BUCKS CHUCKED

BY CARRIE KLEIN

Aaron Fernando was looking into the campaign finance contributions of some progressive candidates he follows when the country erupted into fury over George Floyd’s murder by a Minneapolis police officer.

“If this a good time for me to drop my list of NYC elected officials who’ve taken cop money this cycle?” he wondered aloud on Twitter.

Soon after, Fernando released a spreadsheet of Democratic senators, City Council members, Assembly members, and district attorneys who have accepted money from police, correction and court officer unions. The list shows that 57 New York City Democrats have accepted $353,795 from police in the 2020 cycle alone.

Many of these officials have expressed their outrage over George Floyd’s death. They tout progressive platforms. And they are funded by cops.

Fernando’s research, released at the right time, has sparked a movement across the country to pressure politicians to donate money they’ve received from police to antiracist causes.

“We now have people doing this same thing in Colorado, Virginia, North Carolina, Delaware and California,” Fernando noted. “And we’ve seen real change already. The president of the Colorado Senate returned money because of pressure that one person on Twitter was putting on him.”

Fernando, 19, is a student at CUNY’s John Jay College of Criminal Justice.

In New York, 15 of the politicians on Fernando’s list have together donated over $50,000 to bail funds, mutual aid projects, Black Lives Matter and other organizations fighting police violence. Assemblywoman Aravella Simotas of Western Queens was one of the first elected leaders Fernando called out, noting on Twitter that she “has taken $1,500 from police unions this cycle,” $500 apiece from the Police Investigators Association, the Police Benevolent Association and the state troopers union.

Twenty minutes later, Simotas, who is being challenged in June 23 primary by democratic socialist Zohran Mamdani announced she would be donating $5,350 to bail funds and organizations working to end mass incarceration.

While celebrating Simotas’ announcement, Fernando, who like Mamdani is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America, also noted, “For the record, she took this money for a decade without any worries.”

Four hours later, Assemblywoman Catalina Cruz followed Simotas’ lead. Cruz tweeted that she would be donating the $1,000 her campaign received from law enforcement unions to a bail fund.

“If it wasn’t for the pressure, they wouldn’t have done this. But it has started a chain reaction,” Fernando said.

As the national conversation has moved to what it means to actually support black lives beyond a symbolic post or statement, the power of police unions has come into the spotlight.

“Some politicians say ‘My donations don’t affect who I am and what I support.’ That’s not true,” Fernando says.

“If you’re funded by a union who is out there arguing for oppressive policies, you can’t be out there arguing for criminal justice reform. That’s why you see that progressive legislation won’t pass unless you have this kind of pressure.”

Police unions help cops get better pay and benefits, but more than that, they protect them from the repercussions of their actions.

John Matthews of the Justice Collaborative explains, “Police unions offer protections for officers that kill people. They provide lawyers, messaging, help to find them new policing jobs, and political pressure to prevent reforms that would reduce or even eliminate the ongoing crisis of police killings of black people.”

“It is impossible to talk about ending police violence and stopping the ongoing killing of black people without talking about police unions and their unique influence on politics,” Matthews adds.

Right now, there’s a movement to repeal 50-a, a state law that keeps personnel records of police officers confidential and “not subject to inspection or review” without the officer’s permission. According to Fernando’s research, 16 New York City Democrats in the state legislature are taking money from the Police Benevolent Association — the largest of the five police unions in the city. Fourteen of those Democrats are not sponsoring the repeal of 50-a. They have not yet responded to Fernando’s tweets.

This is not the first time someone has called attention to the power of police unions and their funding.

“In the criminal justice space, people have known for a long time that this money from conservative movements is toxic and blocks up progressive legislation,” says Fernando.

“Words have been talking about this forever. The fact that it’s finally come to the forefront is a great thing.”

“I wish this moment hadn’t happened,” he added. “But the fact that it did shows there’s some hope for holding officers and law enforcement officials accountable.”
OPEN STREETS FOR ALL

NYC’S TRANSIT FUTURE IS UP FOR GRABS

By Carrie Klein

“The bike shop is the new club,” tweeted Danny Harris, executive director of Transportation Alternatives and now a member of Mayor de Blasio’s Surface Transportation Advisory Council. Harris was referencing a photo of customers in a socially-distanced line waiting to get into Bicycle Habitat in Chelsea. Habitat and bike stores across the city are running out of all but the most expensive bikes, and orders are delayed until July or August.

In many parts of the city, bikers and pedestrians now far outnumber the cars on New York’s normally congested streets. According to the city Department of Transportation, March saw 50 percent more bike traffic on bridges between Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens compared to last year. Citi Bike has reported a 67 percent surge in ridership.

Over Memorial Day weekend, Mayor Bill de Blasio opened 13 new miles of temporary, pedestrian-only streets, bringing the city’s total to 43 miles. The mayor’s Open Streets Plan, announced in late April, also includes nine miles of temporary bike lanes. The plan promises to open 200 miles, or 2 percent, of the city’s 6,000 miles of streets.

After first claiming that the city could not operate safely with open streets, the mayor reversed his position and has now created a year-long membership for healthcare providers, transit employees and first responders. The program, however, cannot benefit the essential workers who live in neighborhoods where Citi Bike stations do not exist.

But, says Joseph Curruto of Transportation Alternatives, “Mayor de Blasio didn’t carry the torch on this. He did it because of overwhelming pressure. We were pushing for open streets in mid-March.”

Many other cities, including Boston, Minneapolis and Oakland, were opening their streets before NYC began to. In early April, Oakland announced it would open 74 miles, or 10 percent of the city’s roads, for pedestrian use.

The Open Streets Plan is now helping New Yorkers get outside and may also provide a boost to restaurants. With more space for outdoor seating, restaurants will be able to increase the amount of customers they can safely serve once the city begins to ease out of its lockdown.

Yet the plan is not serving the city and its boroughs equally. A map published by the Trust for Public Land shows the city has left out low-income and high-density areas most in need of open streets, where communities do not have access to a park within a 10-minute walk from home.

Transportation is “health concern and a human right,” the Queens Bike Initiative said in a statement. “Want to know which neighborhoods were hit the hardest by COVID-19? Hint: look for the neighborhoods with the fewest transportation alternatives.”

Last week, Transportation Alternatives, Bronx Health REACH and more than 130 local businesses and community groups launched the Open Streets Coalition. They are calling on de Blasio to expand the Open Streets Program.

“We urge you to think bigger,” the coalition wrote in an open letter to the mayor. “New York City needs Open Streets that serve more purposes and more people” and must “provide space for our restaurants and stores to reopen, and introduce cleaner air in neighborhoods plagued by pollution and disproportionately affected by COVID-19.”

Those who can avoid public transit are doing so, but not everyone has that luxury. Citi Bike, a popular alternative to packed subways and buses, currently does not exist in the Bronx or Queens. After seven years in the city, the company this year announced plans to install 100 new stations across northern Manhattan and the south Bronx and has recently added stations outside Lincoln Medical Center and Harlem Hospital.

Its new Workforce Membership Program allows free, year-long membership for healthcare providers, transit employees and first responders. The program, however, cannot benefit the essential workers who live in neighborhoods where Citi Bike stations do not exist.

Transportation Alternatives emphasizes the current crisis is a chance to improve the city’s infrastructure.

“We have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to rebuild New York as a more just, equitable and resilient city for all residents,” said Danny Harris.

Making New York’s pedestrian infrastructure safer and more accessible is necessary not only for a healthy and just city, but to prepare for future crises. After Superstorm Sandy hit in 2012, the number of bikers in the city spiked. On the East River bridges, ridership rose by more than 130 percent. In the case of future floods, hurricanes and blackouts, New Yorkers will once again turn to their bikes.

“A resilient city is a city with lots of different forms of transportation,” added Curruto. “Once this pandemic is over, we’re not out of the woods entirely. It’s not the end of all crises. Climate disaster is coming, and we have a lot more we need to plan for.”

With far fewer cars on the streets, it’s an incredible opportunity to reassess the city’s transportation plans. The opportunity may not last long, however, with the city set to begin reopening June 8. Numbers show traffic is already picking up. As more New Yorkers resume travel, they are choosing cars over public transit and the transit system is suffering.

The MTA has asked for two government bailouts. It was granted $1.9 billion in the CARES Act in late March, with $2 billion allotted so far.

“A real concern is we could be looking at a future where people feel like they have no choice but to drive,” Curruto worries. “That’s not just city residents, but people commuting from New Jersey, Long Island, coming in from the suburbs. Our streets are packed on a normal day.

“The future could be lots more people on bikes and other micro-mobility devices. Or it could be a future where we see gridlock like we’ve seen before.”
COVID, GEORGE FLOYD & A FAILED STATE

By Shay Gabriel O’Reilly

The failure of our governments — local, state, national — to address COVID-19 with any real rigor is the result of a neoliberal rejection of all state functions, with the exception of policing, in favor of aiding capital accumulation.

We see them imposing bans on opening businesses and penalties for hanging out in large groups. But they have failed, so far, to implement a real test-trace-isolate program, or to meet people’s basic needs while they are quarantined or to keep a medical system that relies disproportionately on “elective” procedures fiscally solvent (or come up with an alternative).

The reopen protests are a reactionary endeavor conducted by a tiny minority. The demonstrators are mostly seeking to force others to get back to work for them — and potentially die — for paltry sums of money. But a larger number of people are feeling, rightly, that they can’t be quarantined forever and with the police killing of George Floyd, they can’t be silent forever.

We were supposed to flatten the curve. It has been flattened, so now what? We were supposed to help buy time for our governments to build out medical capacity, to stock up on PPE, to put out a plan for how to stop the uncontrollable spread of COVID-19. That has not happened, except maybe some better PPE supply chains have been established.

And it’s not just the federal government: New York City and State haven’t come up with a real plan either. There aren’t ways for people to freely isolate themselves from their family members when they are crowded into too small, too expensive apartments. There are no universal systems in place to feed people (the free meals are spotty in quality, especially compared to other countries). No clear guidelines or assistance for safe relaxation and respite. No housing for unhoused people packed into shelters or evicted from the subway into rainy streets. Little decarceration under way to free people from crowded prisons, detention centers and jailhouses.

The best this system has managed to muster is a white cop outside my mostly black building with a mask around his chin and his hand on his holster.

No wonder people are angry: The outrage over the continued killings of black people by police takes place against a backdrop of grinding poverty and thousands of preventable deaths concentrated in black and brown communities, while governments continue to invest in policing and prisons.

Meanwhile, we’re being encouraged to blame each other. It’s a natural human instinct: This is miserable, and we see other people who appear, at the outset, to be responsible for spreading the illness. But when there’s a second wave with the same death and destruction (or worse) as the first, it won’t be the fault of people hanging out in a park or outside a bar. Just like climate change isn’t the fault of someone for driving to work instead of taking the bus.

It’s the fault, instead, of political leaders who fear breaking the neoliberal paradigm because it could lead us to demand far more.
NO JUSTICE, NO RENT

By Steven Wishnia

W ith their incomes decimated by coro-
navirus-forced layoffs, tenants from
about 15 buildings in Brooklyn and
the Bronx have gone on rent strike,
demanding that their landlord bargain
collectively with them to give them a break on rent during
the crisis.

The buildings, mostly in Bushwick and Flatbush, are
owned by the same landlord, the Williamsburg-based
Carnegie Management. Most of the several dozen tenants
involved so far are market-rate renters. Unlike rent-sta-
bilized tenants, they have almost no rights under current
law: There are no restrictions on rent increases, and their
landlord can refuse to renew their lease without a rea-
son unless it’s provably discriminatory. So, they’re trying
to create a new right—to bargain collectively over rents,
much as union workers would over wages.

“Knowing that each individual is negotiating doesn’t
seem fair. It should be equal across the board, especially
for those who’ve lost jobs,” says a tenant at 506 Hart St.
in Bushwick who asked to remain anonymous. “If we’re
negotiating in silos, we don’t know if we’re being taken
advantage of.”

“As a building, we said, ‘You can speak to us as a col-
lective,’” says a tenant at 15-17 Judge St. in East Wil-
liamsburg, where about 15 of the 20 apartments are on
rent strike. “We’re trying to do this all together so nobody
gets screwed.”

The tenants’ demands, listed in a May 23 email to
Carnegie Management from the 345 Eldert St. Tenants
Association in Bushwick, include “rent forgiveness for
those who cannot pay”; no evictions for the mandated
quarantine period and some time afterwards; no rent in-
creases for the next two years; and guarantees that the
landlord will renew all tenants’ leases and not make nega-
tive reports about them to credit agencies.

Their attorney, Jack Lester, is optimistic about their le-
gal prospects. With the city’s housing courts closed and a
statewide moratorium on evictions in effect until June 19,
he says, “the tenant movement has an unprecedented op-
portunity. The eviction machinery of the city of New York
has ground to a halt.” Even when the courts reopen, he
adds, “the court doesn’t have the capacity to handle the
volume of cases.” Lighter restrictions on evictions will be
in effect through Aug. 19.

Therefore, he believes, tenants have the power to force
landlords to negotiate in order to collect any rent—if they
organize and stay firm.

“It has to start with organizing. No one’s going to hand
them anything,” Lester says. “The only weapon landlords
have is fear and intimidation. If tenants can overcome
that, they’ll win.”

“We will not bargain col-
lectively,” Carnegie manag-
ing agent Saul Moskowitz
responded to the Eldert ten-
ants association in an email
May 24. “As we are only go-
ing to settle with individual tenants, you will be dragging
them into a protracted and costly legal battle, instead of
letting them get the help that we can offer them.”
The message also accused the strikers of being “unfair and
irresponsible” because they were organizing in multiple
buildings.

Moskowitz did not respond to phone and email mes-
sages from The Indypendent.

Tenants in several of the buildings say Carnegie officials
have threatened and even demanded that they repeatedly demand rent,
and sending notices that their “delinquent debt” will
be reported to the three major credit agencies.

“They banged on my door like it was the police,” says
a woman at 345 Eldert St. who asked not to be identified.
The two men were demanding to know when she was go-
ing back to work, and “threatening to kick me out and
remove my belongings.”

April was “the first time I did not pay my rent — ever,”
she says. She lost her job in mid-March and has been un-
able to get unemployment benefits, but the landlord told
her “there’s no excuse not to pay your rent just because
you’re not working.” They taped letters to her door,
shoved them under her door, and “called me three times
in one day.”

In late April, she received a notice that Carnegie was
buying out her lease and she would have to leave by May
31. Other tenants have received notices that their leases
will not be renewed, including some who have been pay-
ing their rent but are tenant association members.

The state Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act
of 2019 prohibits landlords from retaliating against renter-
s for being part of a tenant association, notes Lester.
However, says longtime tenant attorney Kenny Schaeffer,
proving that a lease denial or eviction was retaliatory “is
difficult to establish in practice even with legal representa-
tion,” although “asserting it can slow a case down.”

The strike began at 345 Eldert St., a 75-unit loft build-
ing in northeast Bushwick near the Queens border. The
epidemic was “like a big bomb that dropped on every-
body,” says tenants association spokesperson Cian O’Day.
Most of the tenants there are in their 20s or 30s, working
in professional or creative fields, and most lost jobs or
income when the quarantine began in mid-March.
With rents in the $3,000-a-month range, most were already "just making it when we were working," says one tenant. O'Day, a 41-year-old freelance photo researcher, has lived in the building for seven years and says he was already spending close to half his income on rent before the quarantine eliminated much of his work.

They began talking about what they could do, and decided collective action was the best path, soon reaching out to other buildings in the Carnegie portfolio.

At 586 Hart St., a tenant who'd been following the Met Council on Housing and Housing Justice for All on social media, had the same idea, just before the 345 Eldert tenants contacted them. Housing Justice for All, a coalition of more than 70 housing, labor and community organizations, has helped organize rent strikes in about 70 buildings with about 2,000 people, demanding that all rent and mortgage payments be cancelled for the duration of the crisis, says campaign coordinator Cea Weaver.

That number doesn’t include the Carnegie tenants or others on strike independently, she notes.

At 15–17 Judge St., tenants began organizing after several were laid off from their jobs. They tried to figure out how to negotiate with the landlord "in a non-aggressive, non-hostile manner," says one, but Carnegie’s "responses were very rude, not even listening to what the collective had to say. That fueled the cause."

At 11 Ditmas Ave., a 48-apartment building in Flatbush, "a lot of people are getting threatening letters," says one tenant. But he doesn’t expect many to join the rent strike, he adds; the older, rent-stabilized tenants seem reluctant.

He was laid off from his job two months ago and says it’s the first time he’s been unable to pay rent — and also his first experience organizing. "There’s a lot of moving parts, I’m learning," he says. "I want to tie in people who know more about the building than I do."

The numbers could be a lot more, says O’Day. The coalition is still in the process of helping other buildings set up tenant associations, such as 248 McKibbin St., a 49-apartment building in East Williamsburg.

“There are a lot of people who just haven’t been paying rent,” he says. “We’re trying to organize them.”

New York State tenants do not have the legal right to collective bargaining. But American workers did not have it either until the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, and they didn’t win either. What the collective had to say. That fueled the cause.

Standing nearby, Julia Salazar was beaming from ear-to-ear. And with good reason. AOC’s victory would turbocharge her campaign with donations and volunteers. The then-27-year-old democratic socialist would go on to stomp 8-term incumbent Martin Malavé Dilan by 18 points in September in a State Senate primary in north Brooklyn.

Six other incumbent Democratic state senators were also knocked off by mostly younger progressive challengers, shifting the balance of power in Albany to the left.

Teachout told me as the crowd of mostly young radicals celebrated. “This changes everything,” attorney general candidate Zephyr Teachout told me as the crowd of mostly young radicals celebrated. "This makes me think we can win higher office." Teachers felt short in her statewide run but her prophecy has proven true.

AOC’s rags-to-riches victory marked a seismic shift in the calculus of world New York machine politics in which climbing the political ladder required being a loyal apparatchik who did the bidding of those above, patiently collecting favors for years if not decades — running for state Assembly against longtime machine incumbents. His opponent Eliot Engel is a 16-term incumbent and chair of the House Foreign Relations Committee.

Three of the five DSA candidates — Phara Souffrant (Flatbush), Marcela Mitanyes (Sunset Park) and Zohran Mamdani (Astoria) — are running for state Assembly against longtime machine incumbents. Bristop is running for an open state Senate seat that swipes across central and south Brooklyn. Bronx community organizer Samelys Lopez has consolidated progressive support but faces a steeper climb in a race that features a pair of well-known city council persons — real estate industry darling Ritchie Torres and notorious homophobic Rubén Díaz Sr.

DSA backed Ocasio-Cortez and Salazar in 2018 and narrowly missed electing Tiffany Cabán as Queens District Attorney in 2019. It has 6,000 members in New York City and more than 65,000 nationwide and can mobilize volunteers and small-dollar donors on a scale most candidates can only dream of.

If the the young, diverse and unabashedly working-class DSA slate and other grassroots progressives like Bowman can knock off old guard incumbents on June 23, it will strike another salutary blow to the Democratic Party machine here in New York City and State and will confirm that what AOC and others began two years ago has not yet run.

More than that, it will set a jolt of hope to leftist electoral movement across the country that, while the dream of a Sanders presidency has been snuffed out, the torch is being passed to a new generation that looks nothing like the grumpy old Jew from Brooklyn who could never stop talking about poverty amid plenty in the world’s wealthiest nation.

By saying ‘Medicare For All’ and ‘eliminate student debt’ and ‘Green New Deal’ over and over he was teaching the movement what it was fighting for,” Bristop says. “And because of Bernie Sanders’ repetitiveness, he’s empowered thousands of organizers and a whole new crop of politicians to run on that message.”

For more information about voting by mail, early voting and day-of voting in New York’s June 23 Democratic primaries, see vote.nyc or elections.ny.gov.
New York’s June 23rd Democratic primary offers one last chance for Bernie backers to make a statement and vote for him before his capital’s rival Fidel Castro. Tom’s other candidates will be on the ballot including Blade, Elizabeth Warren, Mark & Andrew Yang. Only one of Biden’s lawyers used the primary from being canonized last month by Kevin McCarthy. And he was 56 at the time he ran for President.

New York’s 23rd congressional district is one of the most competitive in the country. Three generations of Lentols have held the Assembly seat in Greenspoint/Williamsburg. Three districts of New York have held the Assembly seat in Greenspoint/Williamsburg almost continuously since 1911, including Joseph Lentol who inherited the family business in 1972. From his perch in the Assembly leadership, Lentol has been a reliable defender of real estate interests and a proponent for tech startups such as Airbnb and Lyft. He wrote legislation on Airbnb’s right to choose and banning gent- rification and laws guaranteeing a woman’s right to choose and banning gen- teral elections. He was the only one who didn’t forget to show up.

Many candidates are going out of their way during the pan- demic to organize and let people know what their sta- on some of these issues. He is known for bucking the class immigrant tenants to Albany for rent control. She’s a reliable defender of real estate interests and a proponent for tech startups such as Airbnb and Lyft. He wrote legislation on Airbnb’s right to choose and banning gentrification and laws guaranteeing a woman’s right to choose and banning general elections. He was the only one who didn’t forget to show up.

Many candidates are going out of their way during the pan- demic to organize and let people know what their sta- on some of these issues. He is known for bucking the class immigrant tenants to Albany for rent control. She’s a reliable defender of real estate interests and a proponent for tech startups such as Airbnb and Lyft. He wrote legislation on Airbnb’s right to choose and banning gentrification and laws guaranteeing a woman’s right to choose and banning general elections. He was the only one who didn’t forget to show up.
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Many candidates are going out of their way during the pan- demic to organize and let people know what their sta- on some of these issues. He is known for bucking the class immigrant tenants to Albany for rent control. She’s a reliable defender of real estate interests and a proponent for tech startups such as Airbnb and Lyft. He wrote legislation on Airbnb’s right to choose and banning gentrification and laws guaranteeing a woman’s right to choose and banning general elections. He was the only one who didn’t forget to show up.
QUEENS

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 14
QUEENS-BRONX
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez • Maria Caruso-Cabrera
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has made a lot of enemies in the ruling class so surprise, surprise she’s facing a primary challenge from a Wall Street backed opponent. Her name is Maria Caruso-Cabrera, a former Republican and CNBC television host who lived for years in a $15,000 per year apartment at the Trump International Hotel & Tower before moving to Sunnyside, Queens late last year to run for AOC’s seat. Caruso-Cabrera has raised more than $1 million from her wealthy friends to wage a scorched-earth campaign. With working-class residents of the district devastated by COVID-19 and sky-high unemployment, AOC’s campaign isn’t leaving anything to chance, mounting a large phone banking and mutual aid effort to remind her supporters to cast their ballots.

ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 36
ASTORIA, ASTORIA HEIGHTS
Zohran Mamdani • Aravella Simotas
The DSA has rocked Queens Democratic Party politics twice in the past two years, first by backing Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in her 2018 primary victory and then in 2019, helping public defender Tiffany Cabán come within 55 votes of being elected Queens District Attorney. In 2020, the DSA is only contesting one race in Queens, a primary in Assembly District 36 between 10-year incumbent Aravella Simotas and DSA-member and home foreclosure counselor Zohran Mamdani who is running on a platform that includes housing justice, defunding the police and a public takeover of utilities. When he recently tweeted about Simotas taking police union money while also proclaiming support for Black Lives Matter, she announced she was giving the money away to a protestor bail fund seven minutes later. Western Queens delivered large majorities to both Cabán and AOC but only Cabán has endorsed him. Why not AOC? Here’s a guess. Simotas’s close ally Michael Gianaris is the number two Democrat in the state Senate. Next year when census results are in and the state legislature redraws congressional lines, Gianaris will have an important say in how the legislature reshapes congressional districts, including AOC’s.

MANHATTAN

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 12
MANHATTAN-BROOKLYN-QUEENS
Carolyn Maloney • Suraj Patel • Peter Harrison • Lauren Ashcraft
Carolyn Maloney is liberal on social issues while taking piles of Wall Street and real estate industry cash. She has also flirted with anti-vaxxer tropes in the past. This year she faces a trio of challenges running to her left. Her opponents include Suraj Patel, a former Obama administration official and professor of business ethics who supports Medicare for All. Patel is back for a second bite at the apple after cracking 40 percent in a below-the-radar run against Maloney in 2018 that may be best remembered for his campaign directing volunteers to recruit potential voters by catfishing them on dating sites such as Tinder, Grindr and Bumble. Patel is joined in 2020 by housing activist Peter Harrison who is currently on rent strike and financial analyst and comedian Lauren Ashcraft who is emphasizing climate action in a district that stretches along the East River from below the Williamsburg Bridge to 96th Street. A divided field will likely benefit Maloney who can win even if she slides below 50 percent.
By John Tarleton

very weekday from 8 a.m. until mid-afternoon Jabari Brisport is a middle school math teacher, helping his students navigate the strange new world of distance learning brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. For the rest of his day and evening, he is a democratic socialist backed in a hard-fought three-way race for an open seat in State Senate District 25 which encompasses Central Brooklyn and parts of Park Slope, Gowanus and Red Hook.

Brisport ran for City Council in 2017. Capitalizing on community anger in Central Brooklyn at a one-sided city deal to hand the Bedford Union Armory to developers, he garnered nearly 30 percent of the vote in the general election running as a third-party candidate against an entrenched incumbent.

His surprise showing was aided by the work of hundreds of youthful volunteers from the Democratic Socialists of America, including a bartender named Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Brisport would go on to be a close ally of Ocasio-Cortez in her successful 2018 run for Congress. Now he's running in the Democratic primary as the Cortez in her successful 2018 run for Congress. Now he's running in the Democratic primary as the Cortez in her successful 2018 run for Congress.
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ANTI-ASIAN BIAS IS ANOTHER VIRUS TO BE VANQUISHED

By Linda Martín Alcoff

C

hinese Americans are having to bear a double dose of the national anxiety. They are anxious, like the rest of us, about venturing outside and getting it, but they are also increasingly anxious about experiencing hostility from non-Asians of all sorts, in the form of verbal harassment as well as physical threats.

In the space of just one week in March, the New York Daily News noted that Asian Americans had reported over 700 incidents across the United States. Even in relatively “safe” cities with large Asian American populations, like New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco, Asian Americans have been cursed at, spat upon and punched, and find their neighborhoods suddenly festooned with white supremacist stickers. Asian-owned restaurants and businesses were shunned early on, which will mean they will likely be the last to recover.

Clearly, some of this can be laid at the door of Trump and his Republican allies. Trump persistently called our pandemic the “Chinese virus,” and another White House official named it the “Kung Flu,” a joke that went viral. Senator John Cornyn (R-Texas) said that “China is to blame because the culture where people eat bats and snakes and dogs and things like that … has been the source of a lot of these viruses.”

Actually, fatal diseases that originate with animals are a global problem, not an Asian problem. Live Science reports that 2.2 million people around the world die each year due to “zoonotic” diseases that pass from animals to humans. These include herpes B, E. coli, Lyme disease, “Mad Cow” disease, rabies, salmonella, and many more. The problem may be less cultural than capitalist: food practices that put safety and security last.

Vivian Louie, director of Asian American studies at Hunter College, is concerned that “the current wave of attacks will have long-term effects on Asian Americans’ sense of safety, and inclusion or sense of belonging as Americans,” leading to a demoralized fatalism about social change activism. Tucker Carlson and other conservatives are hammering home the general message that “diversity” is dysfunctional for the country, that it’s a delusion to think that any minority can be a model. So how should we understand this resurgence of anti-Chinese racism? Is it even a resurgence, or simply a continuation of what has always been around?

Both anti-Chinese and anti-Asian racism can be hard to detect. It can seem to be positive (“They’re so smart!”) or complementary (“They value education!”) or appreciative (“They’re so efficient!”). And according to all we know at this time, COVID-19 did start in China, so how is it racist to point this out?

Clearly, however, Trump, Carlson and others are knowingly playing up the national and ethnic angle, which is actually irrelevant to understanding how to stop the pandemic or prevent the next one. COVID-19 provides a convenient weapon for Trump’s ongoing trade war, and blaming China is a great diversion from his own failed leadership. It’s fair to expect he will ride this all the way through the war, and blaming China is a great diversion from his own failed leadership. It’s fair to expect he will ride this all the way through the war, and blaming China is a great diversion from his own failed leadership.

Today the “draconian” measures of Wuhan are being emulated in the United States with contact tracing. The Chinese government’s comprehensive approach to public health is contrasted with the U.S. refusal to mandate paid sick time. The question of private capital profiteering off critical resources has replaced attention on tariffs. And “communist” doctors traveling from Cuba and China to afllicted countries are lauded around the world for their sense of social responsibility beyond the borders of the nation state.

The refusal of the United States to learn from non-white countries is endangering our collective global health. Racism can be subtle; it can also wreak havoc on the ability of societies to address crises such as COVID-19.

Professor Louie points out that the effects of the resurgence of anti-Asian racism in the United States threaten to increase the power of discrimination against the Chinese, the Vietnamese, the Cambodians in ways that skew the averages. In reality, some Asian groups are doing okay while others are very much not, and Chinese Americans are such a large and diverse group that no meaningful economic conclusions can be drawn except that some Chinese Americans have indeed “made it.”

Yet even those who have made it into the middle class report persistent social exclusion from their wider social networks. And Asian cultural representation lags significantly behind other groups: only 1 percent of Hollywood’s leading roles go to Asian Americans, though they are 6 percent of the U.S. population. Having money does not immunize one against racism, and can in fact make one the target of racism, as Jewish Americans know well.

The problem of racism always involves some overgeneralization, but the generalizations take crucially different forms. Some groups seem to get a lot of positives while others get almost nothing but negatives. The key is to look at the combinations. To say that Asians are “smart” is to assume that one’s race or ethnicity is a cause of intelligence, an idea that lends support to generalizing other groups as intellectually inferior.

Moreover, if we can classify whole groups as intelligent, we can then classify them as “clannish” or “untrustworthy” or “inscrutable,” thus associating their likely “positives” with unavoidable “negatives.” Their intelligence then becomes a threat, not a benefit to all. And “untrustworthiness” is a bad characteristic to be tagged with in a pandemic.

Throughout January and February, the U.S. corporate media was focused on the Chinese government’s malfeasance. There was real malfeasance, without a doubt: local officials in Wuhan actively distorted information about the spread and danger of the disease and punished a whistle-blower. But China has now become a model for how to slow the spiking numbers.

Nonetheless, the New York Times and other mainstream journalism outlets continue to report State Department claims about “Chinese spies” in the United States, the “draconian” measures curbing individual freedom in affected areas, the overly positive spin of the Chinese government’s official statements, and the advantage China would have in new global trade wars caused by the virus. Such stories resonate with the media’s distaste for the Chinese Communist Party.

Anti-communism may look to be unconnected to racism, supported only by the truly sad story of many communist states through the 20th century. Yet we should connect the dots here. The Chinese, the Vietnamese, the Cambodians — ready-to-hand images of communist countries benefit from a double billing: a “bad” form of politics in the hands of “inferior” non-European peoples already thought to have a “hoxide” mentality since their cultures do not value individual life.

This primes U.S. audiences to become hysterical when a two-sided view of communist countries is floated in the most mild-mannered way, such as when Bernie Sanders praised Cuba’s early literacy campaign.

Today the “draconian” measures of Wuhan are being emulated in the United States with contact tracing. The Chinese government’s comprehensive approach to public health is contrasted with the U.S. refusal to mandate paid sick time. The question of private capital profiteering off critical resources has replaced attention on tariffs. And “communist” doctors traveling from Cuba and China to afflicted countries are lauded around the world for their sense of social responsibility beyond the borders of the nation state.

The refusal of the United States to learn from non-white countries is endangering our collective global health. Racism can be subtle; it can also wreak havoc on the ability of societies to address crises such as COVID-19.
A sea of yellow vests, Guy Fawkes masks, and German flags, two signs caught the camera’s eye at a protest in Stuttgart, Germany, this May. In large hand-written letters on yellow and blue paper, one placard demands the protection of constitutional rights. The other calls for the immediate opening of all summer pools.

By Marei Startzman

What makes the German protests stand out is that the participants form an odd alliance across the political spectrum, bringing together conspiracy theorists with anti-vaxxers, participants do away with the civil rights and liberties of ordinary citizens.

For the past few weeks, people all over Germany have been taking to the streets to express their dissatisfaction with the “corona madness” and the government’s lockdown orders. Rallies held in major cities like Munich, Frankfurt, Nuremberg and Berlin have been drawing crowds of thousands. What unites them is not a common political ideology but a shared agenda of rejecting government-imposed hygiene regulations, refusing to wear masks and disregarding the required minimum distance of 1.5 meters between demonstration participants.

While protests against corona shutdowns are happening elsewhere in Europe too, most of them are focusing their demands on an easing of the economic lockdown, like opening borders to allow for cross-border commuting and trade. What makes the German protests stand out is that the participants form an odd alliance across the political spectrum, bringing together conspiracy theorists with anti-vaxxers, esoterics and far-right extremists.

Chiming with a global “infodemic,” they circulate rumors about forced vaccinations, 5G towers as the source of COVID-19 or the virus as a bioweapon made in China.

When Attila Hildmann, a German social media celebrity, claimed that the government was infusing the tap water with tranquilizers, he gained 30,000 new followers within the span of two weeks.

This ideological mix is so combustive, warns Cynthia Miller-Irris of the Polarization and Extremism Research and Innovation Lab (PERIL) at American University, because “it can make anti-democratic or xenophobic ideas seem more legitimate in the eyes of groups who might previously have eschewed them.”

The number of anti-vaxxers, for example, usually lies at 2 to 4 percent in Germany, but a generalized sense of insecurity and instability due to the global pandemic has given the movement new vigor. Reviving eugenics-like views that trace back to Nazi Germany, many protesters condemn immunization as an unnecessary medical intervention into a naturally healthy national body politic.

Even though the vast majority of Germans support the government’s social-distancing measures, the corona protesters claim that they are out in the streets fighting on behalf of all German citizens. This sets them apart from the hyper-individualistic and often gun-toting protesters in the United States, who are hoping “to bring down the current system by encouraging riots and race conflict,” explains John Feffer of the Institute for Policy Studies.

Germans show up at corona rallies because they consider themselves responsible citizens who belong to “the middle of society,” as one protestor in Stuttgart put it. They take to the streets not to stand up for individual liberties, but to defend the people against a corrupt elite seeking to curtail their constitutional rights. Many reflexively reference the first article of the Grundgesetz (basic law), Germany’s equivalent to the U.S. Constitution, calling for the prioritization of human dignity over human health.

By locating themselves firmly within the boundaries of the law, the protesters purportedly do not seek to destabilize the current political system but merely to exercise their democratic rights. And yet, close observers warn that a radicalization of the protests is imminent. As the case of Attila Hildmann shows, the anxiety brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic makes it easy to tap into existing insecurities and fears to mobilize those who are already questioning the status quo.

But far-right extremists willing to engage in premeditated acts of violence are not the only ones trying to coopt the corona protests. According to John Feffer, democratically elected parties like the right-wing Alternative for Germany also use the demonstrations “to channel discontent with the system into support for extremist formations.”

For many protesters, the anti-shutdown gatherings are an opportunity to voice grievances that they have long harbored against the state. When they take to the streets, they not only reject the government’s COVID-19 measures, but also position themselves against globalization and the elites, political correctness and democratic processes, the media and science, foreigners and immigration. By framing the protests as the expression of a disaffected people defending the larger Volksgemeinschaft — the German ethno-national community — the far right is able to move previously fringe ideas into the mainstream.

What makes this particularly dangerous is the extent to which racial disparities underpin the protests. “The privilege of being less personally impacted by the health crisis because of the legacy of generations of inadequate health-care and structural racism,” says Cynthia Miller-Irriss, “plays a big part in who is arguing that their ‘freedom’ is being threatened by a tyrannical government.” In the United States, where COVID-19 has disproportionately impacted communities of color, the corona protesters are predominately white.

And while the far right engages in protests that narrowly redefine their own personal comfort and convenience as “liberty,” the left has poured into the streets in recent weeks to protest the police killing of George Floyd and the systemic racism that makes such attacks on black and brown people commonplace.

There is reason for concern that these protests could spread the coronavirus. However, the overwhelming majority of participants are wearing masks (unlike the police) and observing social distancing when possible. And where the earlier “reopening” protests were organized to restore a “normal” that would put poorly paid essential workers at greater risk, the George Floyd protests’ goal is to end white supremacy, a parallel public health epidemic that also endangers the lives of millions of people.
FOUR ANTI-CAPITALIST FILMS TO WATCH FROM HOME

By Liz Vogt

The pandemic we find ourselves in has made one thing unhearable clear: Our society is structured to lift the rich and powerful and to ignore the needs of the working class. Here are four films currently available to stream that tell stories of people struggling in countries across the world and sometimes in worlds different but not far removed.

Many of us are housebound now, but these films take us around the globe. Some are stories of resistance and revolution, some clear-eyed narratives of quiet desperation, but all of them show how the decisions of the wealthy and powerful have repercussions for the most vulnerable among us.

SORRY TO BOTHER YOU (2018)
Available on Hulu

Loopy, cynical, and surreal, this dark comedy from musician Boots Riley takes place in an alternate-universe Oakland that feels uncannily close to bleak reality. When the film begins, Cassius (Lakeith Stanfield) is broke and disaffected, living in a dingy converted garage and hoping to pay his overdue rent with a new telemarketing gig.

His secret weapon: being able to affect a “White Voice” that he uses to climb the corporate ranks and become a power caller. Riley doesn’t use this plot twist as a throwaway joke, but as a way to connect race, class and privilege.

Danny Glover, in a brief cameo, explains, “A White Voice isn’t just being nas-al. It’s… sounding like you don’t have a care. Got your bills paid. You’re happy about your future.

The narrative vaults between absurdist gags and the crushing realities of survival in a capitalist society, but with an insouciant touch that never tips into gloom. A late-movie twist into body horror via grotesque corporate bioengineering plays on the capitalist desire to squeeze ever-more labor from the working class.

Sorry to Bother You even finds time to cover the basics of salting: a labor tactic where an organizer gets a job in the corporate ranks and becomes able to affect a “White Voice” that he uses to climb the corporate ranks and become a power caller.

By the end of the film, we have experienced Wendy’s losses, her struggles and her heartbreak with the gravitas they deserve.

GRAVE OF THE FIREFLIES (1988)
Available on Hulu

The grand arena of war is narrowed down to two children struggling to survive the final months of the Second World War in the bombed-out ruins of Kobe, Japan. Director Isao Takahata co-founded Studio Ghibli with his creative partner Hayao Miyazaki (Spirited Away) and the “Ghibli touch” is clear in the precise, delicate animation and beautiful ligne-claire style of this animated film.

Loosely based on the experiences of novelist Akiyuki Nosaka and his semi-autobiographical short story of the same name, Grave of the Fireflies moves slowly and relentlessly to its inevitable end. Takahata has a keen eye for the rhythms of the precarious way of life the siblings must adjust to in wartime, with new rules and dangers to be aware of.

Characteristic of Ghibli films, there are moments of beauty too.

One day, teenage brother Seita takes his toddler sister Setsuko to the sunny beach where they used to have carefree picnics with their mother. (The ocean seems the only thing unchanged by the relentless air raids of American bombers.) Another morning, they set up house in an empty bomb shelter, squealing and laughing together, playing games of pretend in the verdant hills just outside town.

Takahata insisted his film was not explicitly anti-war, but in its brutal and finely-observed focus on the invisible victims, it’s impossible to see otherwise. From the unparsingly grim opening scenes, which leave no doubt as to the doom the children face, to the gorgeously haunting end, Grave of the Fireflies shows how the evils we do to our fellow humans last long after the bombs have stopped dropping.

WENDY AND LUCY (2008)
Released on the cusp of the 2008 recession, Wendy and Lucy feels more relevant than ever today. Director Kelly Reichardt depicts the criminalization of poverty and the pressures of living paycheck to paycheck with an attention to detail and compassion seen in few other films.

Wendy, played in a watchful and internal performance by Michelle Williams, doesn’t ask for our sympathy. She’s given no backstory and little dialogue. We don’t know why she’s alone, living out of her car with her dog Lucy, trying to get to Alaska in time for its lucrative fishing season. But we do know that she has been let down by a capitalist system lacking safety nets.

At one point, Wendy is out for trying to steal dog food for Lucy and as she’s being fingerprinted at the police station, seems resigned rather than agitated. It could be seen as resilience or something worse: the beaten-down calm of a young woman too accustomed to the hardness of life.

Wendy and Lucy feels almost documentary-style in its minimalism: the camera is restrained and there is no musical score. It has the focus and gravity of Italian neorealist films and the same implicit message: that normal people, living normal lives, are worthy of our time and attention.
On May 1, workers at Amazon, Instacart, Whole Foods, Walmart, Target and FedEx protested for better health and safety protections as they are forced to work during the coronavirus pandemic. While most of the job actions were small, they nonetheless were further signs on the traditional international workers’ holiday that old-fashioned class struggle is beginning to emerge inside some of the most powerful U.S. corporations. In The Package King, socialist historian and former UPS worker Joe Allen makes a compelling case that if these initial sparks become a powerful fire, one of the primary colors in that blaze will be the Pullman Brown worn by the 250,000 unionized employees of UPS.

Long before the coronavirus pandemic gave them the official title, transportation and warehouse workers had become “essential” to the U.S. and global economy — and logistics industry giants like Amazon, Walmart and FedEx had become the engines of 21st-century capitalism the way that manufacturers like Ford and General Electric were in the 20th.

UPS stands out among these modern behemoths as one of the only companies with a largely unionized workforce. In fact, UPS is the largest private-sector union employer in the country. UPS workers also make up the largest section of the Teamsters union, an incredibly polarized organization that has been home to the most-organized and long-term presence of both mobsters and socialists in the American labor movement. The Package King is subtitled A Rank-And-File History of UPS, and Allen centers his story on the century-long fight of UPS workers to wrest a livable job out of a company that treats them as machinery and to organize within a union that too often has treated them as a dues-paying cash machine.

Package King is in part a business history or rather an anti-business one. Throughout the book, Allen uses Greg Niemann’s laudatory Big Brown: the Untold Story of UPS as a foil, turning Niemann’s narrative of a corporate success story on its head as a workers’ nightmare of ever-increasing micromanaging and exhaustion. Eschewing celebrity CEOs like Jeff Bezos, UPS promotes a corporate culture as bland as its uniforms, but under the radar, it has long been a leading corporate influencer in Washington, with a relentless focus on weakening the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, which received more worker complaints about UPS than any other company.

The other side of the story told by Package King is that of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT), which began representing UPS workers when company founder Jim Casey went looking for a conservative, compliant union in the aftermath of the militant Seattle General Strike of 1919. For most of its history, the Teamsters have been led by autocrats like Dave Beck, who is said to have once asked, “Why should truck drivers and bottle washers be allowed to make decisions affecting [Teamster] policy? No corporation would allow it.” Current IBT president James Hoffa Jr., who in 2018 rammed through a concessionary contract with UPS even after a majority of voting members said no, is unfortunately cut from the same cloth.

Package King shows how massive concessions by these and other union mis-leaders — especially the one-two punch of allowing a lower pay tier for part-time workers in 1982 and then establishing in 1987 that the growing air delivery business would be handled mostly by part-timers — helped facilitate UPS’s growth into a global behemoth.

But the Teamsters are also a union with immense potential power that has been built by class struggle fighters, from the socialists whose 1934 general strike in Minneapolis laid the basis for Hoffa’s legendary father to organize the trucking industry, to former Teamster leaders, like former Queens UPS driver Ron Carey, who led multiple strikes against UPS — first in New York City’s Local 804 and then the historic national strike of 1997.

Carey was subsequently driven out of the union by an unholy alliance of employers like UPS, anti-labor Republicans and old guard Teamster leaders, but the fight for militancy and democracy is still carried on by Teamsters for a Democratic Union, the longest-running union reform movement in the country. Through the narrative lens of one company and one union, Package King tells an effective story about the rise, fall and hopeful return of the organized working class in the United States.

In the introduction, Allen explains that the book is written in the tradition of The Flivver King, Upton Sinclair’s 1937 exposure of Ford Motor Company that the United Auto Workers sold for a quarter as part of its successful organizing drive at the company. There will be no similar campaign under the current IBT leadership, so get a copy of Allen’s book for yourself and then pass it on to a UPS driver the next time you get a delivery. She is part of the most organized section of what is possibly the most important industry in 21st-century capitalism. The outcome of her story will have a lot to do with what our world looks like on the other side of this pandemic.

By Danny Katch
FRANCES WAS GOLDEN

LEGENDARY ACTIVIST & LITERARY AGENT LEAVES AN INSPIRING LEGACY

By John Tarleton

Frances Goldin, a legendary Lower East Side activist, trailblazing leftist literary agent and good friend to The Independent died at home on May 16 following years of gradually declining health. She was 95.

Born June 22, 1920 to Michael Axler, a mechanic and tailor, and Sophie (Sadowski) Axler, a homemaker and former seamstress who had been fired for union activities, Goldin grew up in Springfield Gardens, Queens. During her childhood, she encountered the sting of both antisemitism and the class prejudice of her more well-to-do neighbors.

She was valedictorian at Andrew Jackson High School. However, her family expected her to become a conventional Jewish wife and mother and insisted she learn secretarial skills instead of going to college. In 1944, she met her husband Morris Goldin at the War Shipping Administration where they both worked. She moved with him to the Lower East Side. He was the head of the New York State branch of the American Labor Party and a communist. She soon became one too.

Six years later, Goldin ran for state Senate on an American Labor Party ticket headed by W.E.B. DuBois. When I interviewed her at her East 11th Street apartment in 2014, she described arriving in her part of the Lower East Side (now known as the East Village) as “nirvana.” It was her first taste of freedom, savored amid a multi-racial, working-class neighborhood with a rebellious history. She never left.

She also fought like hell to defend her community. In 1959, Robert Moses sought to demolish much of the Lower East Side east of Bowery, from East 9th Street to Delancey Street. He wanted to replace the neighborhood’s tenement buildings with middle-class housing.

Frances sprang into action and became a founder of the Cooper Square Committee, which led the fight against Moses’ urban renewal juggernaut. Another co-founder was Walter Thabit, a pioneer in community-based urban planning who would become her longtime partner after she separated from her husband. She also helped found the Metropolitan Council on Housing, which today is the oldest and largest tenants rights organization in the country.

Goldin had left the Communist Party by then but would later credit her experience in the CP for making her such an effective organizer. If she was a dreamer, she also understood the surest way to move people to action was to address their basic needs, such as keeping a roof over one’s head.

“I learned the basics of organizing,” she said in a 2014 interview with the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation. “If you don’t have the troops that are involved in the struggle, you have nothing.”

Frances Goldin was relentless, her enthusiasm infectious. And her life shows the value of being a long-discredited political activist. If she was a dreamer, she would later credit her experience in the CP for making her such an effective organizer. If she was a dreamer, she also understood the surest way to move people to action was to address their basic needs, such as keeping a roof over one’s head.

Goldin was also a leader in thwarting another Moses monstrosity — the Lower Manhattan Expressway, or LOMEX, a 10-lane elevated expressway that would have plowed through SoHo, Little Italy and the Lower East Side. It was approved by the city in 1966 but canceled in 1971, following a decade of fierce community opposition.

In 1967, Moses did succeed in leveling a 20-acre swath of tenement buildings just south of Delancey Street near the Williamsburg Bridge. Eighteen hundred low-income families, mostly Puerto Rican, were displaced. The Seward Park Urban Renewal Area (SPURA) remained empty for decades, a collection of desolate parking lots. Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver and his base of assimilated, middle-class Jewish supporters in the Grand Street cops didn’t want low-income housing that would bring in Hispanic and Asian residents who would alter the area’s political balance of power.

In 2011, a compromise was reached to build a mix of affordable and market-rate housing on the site, now known as Essex Crossing. The deal called for 50 percent of the units to be permanently affordable, far more than what normally accompanies affordable housing agreements negotiated between the city and developers, though some neighborhood residents remain concerned that the project will accelerate gentrification.

On Jan. 29, 2018, the Frances Goldin Senior Apartments became the first of 10 buildings to open at Essex Crossing. Located at 175 Delancey Street, it has 99 apartments for low-income seniors, a fourth-floor senior center, a medical center run by NYU Langone, job training services for young adults and a cafe operated by Grand Street Settlement. Goldin, now 93, was joined by friends, neighbors and city officials at the opening ceremony. Silver, meanwhile, was awaiting retrial on federal corruption charges.

“We succeeded and he failed, and that’s good,” she told NY1.

MEETING FRANCES GOLDIN

I first met Frances in 2009 when I was invited to her 85th birthday party by a mutual friend. A festival crowd of a couple hundred friends and fellow activists turned out to celebrate her life. She reveled in the moment. The event was held at the recently opened Chinatown YMCA on the corner of Bowery and East Houston. This community space was another byproduct of a multi-decade battle between the feisty activists of the Cooper Square Committee and the city — in this case over a parcel of land on the southside of Houston between Chrystie Street and Bowery.

Amid her tireless organizing for affordable housing, Frances founded the Frances Goldin Literary Agency. The former secretary was now her own boss. When she hung her shingle in trade publications, it came with a promise: “I do not market any material that is sexist, racist, homophobic or gratuitously violent.”

Barbara Kingsolver became a client. So too did Adrienne Rich, Dorothy Allison, Mike Wallace, Staceyann Chin and death-row journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal, among others.

In February 2013, Frances called The Indy to thank us for running an interview with the director of a documentary about Mumia. She said she had read the paper every month for years and mentioned she was working on a new book project. It would explore what a socialist United States might look like. This time she was not only the book’s agent but it’s co-editor along with two close friends of hers, Debbie Smith and Michael Steven Smith.

Frances had been a regular presence at Zuccotti Park a couple of years earlier — an old lady in purple garb

STILL WORKING: Frances Goldin at her desk at home in 2014 awaiting the release of Imagine: Living in a Socialist USA, a book she shepherded into existence.

BACK IN THE DAY: Frances Goldin helped lead and win historic battles against Robert Moses, saving much of the East Village and Lower East Side from the wrecking ball.
party for The Indy, encouraging their friends to turn out.

“I feel like I haven’t had a paper since the old (U.S.) Guardian died,” she told the assembled crowd, referring to the New York City-based left weekly that folded in 1992 after a 44-year run. “But now I do. It’s The Independent.”

Our paper had been barely scraping by and needed a boost. The windfall from that night helped stabilize it financially and put us on a course that would ultimately see The Indy’s circulation triple over the next few years.

Frances continued to read the paper every month for as long as she was able to do so. We were fortunate to have such a good friend who didn’t just talk about solidarity but practiced it always and everywhere. Her legacy will endure in the books she shepherded into existence and in the victories she won for her community. It will live on in all who knew and loved her, who were moved by her zest for life and for struggle.

For leftists, Frances demonstrated you can be serious about your work, committed in your principles, but also live joyously and, with enough perseverance, win victories that others thought impossible.

May her dream of a socialist USA — humane, inclusive and deeply democratic — also be won someday.

Franco Goldin present!
Hi Rev Billy,
I’ve been to a few protests in my time but I don’t think I’ve ever seen anything like the protests that have broken out following the murder of George Floyd. Do you feel the same way?  
LENA  
Lower East Side

Dear Lena,
Of all the marches and rallies I’ve been to lately, a recent one featuring the city’s hospital caregivers felt like the protest that will be repeated in many versions over the coming years. It was in Times Square, starting at 6 p.m.

In their blue scrubs and white doctors’ coats, they seemed to come straight from the emergency rooms, from their famous nightmare, the underfunded hospitals at the hot center of the pandemic.

The chants began, “SAY THE NAMES!” “George Floyd!,” “Breonna Taylor!,” “Ahmaud Arbery!” In this horror that these people shared, they shouted until they were hoarse. Their signs said, “Stop Killing My Patients.”

The police tried to surround the big group, thinking that this was just another rally to control. Then it dawned on the cops who these people were. One chant started with a question, “How Do You Spell Murder?” Others would answer with four letters: “N-Y-P-D.”

There was a pure strain of anger from losing two or three or five or 50 colleagues and patients for lack of the necessary equipment to stay alive. The police are famously overfinanced, with brutality built into their budgets.

The hospital heroes were very close to shouting “DE-FUND THE POLICE!”

Dear Rev Billy,
This country was founded on the looting of African bodies and indigenous lands and the billionaires are looting this country right now while tens of thousands of people are dying of COVID-19. But what about the smaller-scale looting taking place during the George Floyd protests? When I see opportunists showing up to smash and grab some bling, it makes my stomach turn because I think it’s hurting the movement and is so disrespectful of George Floyd and what we’re fighting for.

TARA  
Jackson Heights

Tara, c’mon. This is a serious historical movement with its eyes clearly on the prize. Every big uprising has wing-nuts who are released from not-dramatic-enough lives so they go out and break some glass. The chattering class pixelators who say that the hotheads are the fault of black leadership are being so unrealistic that you have to wonder if they themselves are provocateurs. They have been pulled outside their comfort zone and so they try to change the subject. They keep themselves at a safe distance from the super storm that threatens us all with basic change. They don’t have the conviction, the absolute conviction that change is gonna come.

Reverend Billy Talen is a member of the activist group The Church of Stop Shopping.
We're back!

The people are on the streets and so are we.

In late March, as the city became a ghost town filled with the mournful wail of ambulance sirens, we suspended our print edition in favor of an all-digital publishing.

We return to an altered landscape. More than 20,000 of our fellow New Yorkers have died in this plague. The economy has collapsed. And many corporate and governmental leaders are now touting a “touchless future” of working and consuming at home as our happy hi-tech destiny.

We embrace multiple mediums but publishing a monthly print edition will continue to be a core part of our work. It reaches a mass audience across the city without relying on social media algorithms to determine which articles are seen or not. It’s tactile. It’s a deeper, qualitatively different reading experience. It fills public space with the ideas and energy of the social movements we cover.

But to continue publishing in print or any other medium, we will need your backing. Many people who have generously supported us in the past are not able to do so at this time. If you have given before and can give a little more, we thank you. If you have not given before but love The Indy and have the means to do so, now is the time to step up.

Thank you for your support.

— The staff and volunteers of The Indy.

Make a one-time or recurring monthly donation of $10 or more at indypendent.org/donate or send a check or money order to The Indypendent / 388 Atlantic Ave., 2nd Fl. / Brooklyn, NY 11217.

Purchase a 1-year subscription of 12 issues for $30. Or an angel subscription for $100 at indypendent.org/subscribe.

INDY 24/7

Print: Our monthly newspaper is back on a street corner near you, chock full of incisive reporting and analysis, cultural coverage, beautiful photos and illustrations.

Web: Look For Our Latest Coverage at Indypendent.org.

E-Newsletter: Sign up at indypendent.org for our once-a-week newsletter which includes the best of our recent coverage plus our weekly events calendar.

Radio: Listen to our weekly news show on Mondays 6–6:30pm on WBAI-99.5 FM, streaming on wbai.org or soundcloud.com/the-indypendent.

Social Media: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.